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American Classics

Alcott Study Carrel

The American Classics

A

Hawthorne
house with gables, a letter that is scarlet, a blithe romance; all that is

Hawthorne. A table with a tradition in the past rewriting itself for the future. Like a
good book, the Hawthorne table draws you into it’s story. On a page, you discover the
soft sculpture of the edgeband culminating in a gabled corner. Enticed by the theme
you will follow the lines to the tapered ankle. The conclusion – the new Hawthorne.

The Twain table is available with
ADA compliant gussets.

F

loatin’ on the river, paintin’ a fence, tellin’ a yarn; the Adventure of Twain.

Whether following the direct path of the two-sided tapered leg or the meandering

of the turned leg, the movement carries you to the fluid radius of the table’s edge. None
of Tom’s tricks here, take your pick from the straight and narrow edgeband or the curve of
the bowed edgeband. Wherever your adventure might take you, let Twain be the guide.

Twain

The Alcott table features a metal
ferrule and is available with the
ADA gusset.

P

icture little women and little men poring over open books – holding onto dreams of

their futures set before them on the Alcott table. As the traditional values of the day laid
the foundation, the brushed aluminum ferrule establishes a solid footing for Alcott. The
genteel sweep of the band leads to the prominent corner. Wood or decorative metallic
rails bridge the legs dressing the table with rich detail. Grow into the tradition of Alcott.

Alcott

